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    Chapter V 

Conclusions and Suggestion 

Conclusions  

After identified and analyzed the data on previous chapters, the writer found several conclusions 

like bellows: 

From the data analysis in chapter 4, the writer found that there are five variations of  British 

addressing terms which are used in Harry Potter movie (Chamber of Secret episode), such as 

addressing terms using name, using kinship, intimacy, respect and also mockery. Most of kind 

British terms of address used by the characters is “addressing name”, it is 51%, they refers to call 

by using name in their interaction, rather than other kind of address terms. In addition there are 

some the important points in addressing people in this movie, they are social status, positional of 

the job, age, situation/setting and emotional of feeling. Those aspects became the factor of using 

different variation of address terms. 

In analyzing the data, there are some facts of the reason or causes of using address terms by 

characters of Harry Potter movie (Chamber of Secret episode) in using British Terms of Address. 

First, The characters address by using first name to other who close with them or have close 

relation with them, in informal situation, but when in formal situation they address by using title 

or kinship. Second, the character address by using last name to show respect and honor, but only 

in formal situation. But in some cases, found that, to emphasize their anger, they always address 

by using last name emphasize their anger or emotion, and it is done only by adult character, is 

like some professors, but for the students it is rare to be used. Third, the characters address by 

using complete name to show the authority, it is also applied in written expression, but in some 

cases found that they often use complete name to emphasize their pretention and emphasize 
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anger. Fourth, the characters address by using “title” such as “Mr. Mrs. and Professor” if they 

are in formal situation or in many people. It is not only  students address by using Professor for 

all of professor to show respect, but also professor address the students by using “Mr. Mrs. or 

Miss.” Followed by last name, it is happened only in formal situation. Fifth, the characters often 

address by using sir” for other person who has high position and older than them. It is also 

applied for magical creation(Dobby) when Dobby address Harry Potter. Sixth, the writer applied 

Hymes SPEAKING theory in chapter 4 to analyze those 5 variations of British addressing terms 

and found there are some reasons of employing addressing term used in Harry Potter movie 

(Chamber of Secret episode). Those reasons are employing addressing terms to show respectful, 

disrespectful, empathy, friendly, worry, power/authority, politeness, to show anger/emotion, and 

to show dislike. 

From the Analysis in chapter 3 and chapter 4, found that The Character in Harry Potter Movie 

use the British Terms of Address, by considering the forms of address terms of British in United 

Kingdom based on the level of person/ people or group of people. The settings of characters are 

categorized as Baronets and Knight, because they only use some title like “Sir, Mam, Madam 

etc. In addition, Harry  Potter movie is a movie that tells about school not royalty, so the 

characters only use common address terms that usually use in school. In addition, the author of 

this movie J.K Rowling are from humble economic level or lower rank in British. Thus, she is 

not familiar with life of royalty, therefore, she only use common address terms in Harry Potter 

Movie. 

Suggestion 

The researcher would like to give some suggestion. The first is in academically, this research is 

expected give additional information about the variations of British terms of address, the reasons 
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of employing British addressing term especially in Harry Potter movie (Chamber of Secret 

episode). The second is this research is expected can be useful as an academic reference that 

discusses about addressing term. In practically, the researcher hopes that this research gives more 

benefit to the reader. It is related to the using of British Terms of Address used in Harry Potter 

movie (Chamber of Secret episode). Finally, the researcher hopes that the reader comprehend 

about the addressing term theory and able to choose the correct kinds of addressing term when 

apply it in the society. It is related to the sociolinguistics perspectives that consist of language 

style. 
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